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The Psychotherapy of Pets - by Tony Foster
As my eyes panned around our neighborhood, some twilight dusting by Jack Frost left
us with a quilting of snow and ice patterns upon awakening. I noticed a dedicated trace
of sunlight striking an arc-weld on an ice-cycle grafted to the rain gutter. One could
hear the slow, yet monotonous drip of purity. As the sunlight filtered through to the
other side, the translucent ice cycle became a magical prism of dancing iridescent
colors. The sturdy oaks in our neighborhood looked barren and had no clothing due to
the Winter solstice. The distinguished oaks had loss their prestige and courted
ecological shame after shedding their verdant drapery. Only the advent of Spring
would provide them reprieve and restore their dignity. This is the day we adopted
Abby.
Abby was a rescue dog from the animal shelter. She’s an Australian terrier-mix. Her
coat is primarily black with shades of robust gray, while her hair has a soft, yet grainy
texture. Abby’s face is concealed by strands of grayish/white yarn that is feathered
down the middle of her forehead. She boasts an unkept, scruffy little beard along with a
sharp, protruding snout that serves as a good windbreaker. She has irresistible eyes
with a dash of moisture, and ears like yoda, the Star Wars icon. I’ll have to admit, I
doted on Abby quite a bit when she was a puppy. I could hold her in the palm of my
hand, caressing her as she quivered. However, Rylie, our first dog, was somewhat
confused during their first social handshaking of primal sniffs and stare-downs. Abby
resembled a rodent, and our 40 lb. monstrosity didn’t know whether to eat Abby or
play with her.
(continued on page 2)

They soon became quite a formidable team as the years passed. For example, both Rylie
and Abby have a strange fetish for toilet paper, and we’ve learned not to leave rolls on
the floor. Not following this simple rule, I’ve come home many a time only to discover
that my carpet had mysteriously turned white. Both dogs will unravel rolls of toilet
paper throughout the four corners of our home, draping it in Charmin double-ply. Geeze,
I thought I was saving money #!?
Sometimes, it looks like a free-for-all circus in the Foster living room. Our canine
debutantes love to play chase, and leapfrog through the air with incredible elasticity.
Abby lures Rylie through a labyrinth of household furnishings while ricocheting off the
sofas and walls. It’s truly a raucous when they rough-and-tumble wrestle and hurl their
play toys in the air.
Abby has an excruciating, high-pitched bark that sounds like someone grating on a
chalkboard. After two or three times of her relentless caterwauling, I start grinding my
teeth. Abby has no sense of time either. Many a peaceful slumber has been interrupted
by Abby thundering off barks due to the creaking attic and her stealthy ambush of our
mice visitors.
Abby hates baths and looks like a drenched rat when she emerges from the water.
Several minutes after a thorough scrubbing, Abby regards me as the villain who
subjected her to cruel and sadistic torture. No matter how gentle I am, she glares at me
as if I waterboarded her. It takes a lot of flattery and kissing up to curry favor from her
again.
For some reason, Abby thinks that biting her tail will uncover some sort of existential
meaning to her life. As a result, she looks like a self-imposed, washing spin cycle,
spinning round and round, forever chasing her elusive tail. Taking her loopty-loo ritual
seriously, once she catches her tail, will she achieve nirvana or ultimate bliss?
Abby is coy and has a reticent personality, however, when approached, she propels into
a submissive posture, in hopes that her belly will be lightly stroked. While Abby can be
aloof, Rylie will systematically crush all boundaries known to mankind. No matter who
you are, you will get a tidal wave of saliva dripping from your cheek and an imposing
dog snout in your face. Rylie is a social butterfly that relishes outside visitors, but her
doggy etiquette is woefully lacking. This was adorable when she was a 5 lb. puppy but
being nose-to-nose with an intractable 45 lb. powerhouse can be quite overwhelming
even for the most ardent animal lovers.
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Rylie is like a bull in a china closet, but she carries the closet with her everywhere
she goes. During Rylie’s formative years, Christy and I would find our shoes rife with
bite marks, and trash scattered arbitrarily throughout the house. Rylie, along with
her partner in mischief, embellished the carpet with chewed-over boxes, tin cans
with teeth mark indentions, and more paper trail than a six-figure bureaucrat
shuffles in a year. This impending train wreck gnawed on Christy’s prescription
glasses as if it were a piece of stale rawhide.
Rylie also sports the belief that she rules the roost. She and I are always jockeying
for position on who gets the right side of the bed. During a turf war, she’ll give
herself a handicap by trying to leverage me with a sad, puppy look. I have
discovered that I can gently apply my body weight to her flank, and she will
relinquish her position. One morning, I patted myself on the back for my ingenuity
and clever maneuvering, only to step in a trail of nuggets artfully left by my
adversary. As I scanned over at Rylie, she was teeming with pride, and to drive the
point home, she and Abby crop-dusted the house with a trail of flatulence as they
basked in victory.
Despite their unique and unrefined personalities, Rylie and Abby love us
unconditionally. A dog does not care if you have a bad hair day or what your stock
portfolio looks like. Having a royal lineage and recognizing social caste is foreign to
them. They demonstrate similar allegiance to the homeless transients living in
blighted urban ghettos and the affluent living in upscale suburbia. Many dogs have
been the sole companions of people suffering with addictions as they dry heave and
gasp for breath amid the foul odor of public bathrooms. Dogs do not display
conditions of worth. They truly understand the meaning of unconditional positive
regard as Carl Rogers penned it. There is an innocence and authenticity that dogs
and many other animals possess.
In terms of holistic mental health care, a dog is a loveable, energetically charged,
anti-depressant life form. With regards to mental health recovery, whatever mental
health patients focus on, they give power to; having a pet is a therapeutic exercise
that diverts one’s attention away from the symptoms of mental illness to the care of
another life form. One steps out of his/her microcosm of delusion and despair to the
rewards of helping negotiate a kindred spirit through life’s contingencies. As we
assist our pets and humanity on gaining a foothold, we gain a foothold as well. A
Hindu proverb states that as we help row our brothers to shore, we arrive there as
well. Recovery from mental affliction can only begin with an intentional pivot
towards other life forms and service.

Stop the Stigma, Break the Silence
Poem by G. Tyler
I'm sick and tired of hiding these scars.
I'm sick and tired of dreaming about being hit by cars.
I'm sick and tired of lying.
I'm sick and tired of going to bed crying.
But most of all I'm just tired.
I'm tired of feeling numb.
I'm tired of being sick,
I'm tired of people calling me dumb,
Just to get a kick.
Stop the stigma, break the silence,
The answer will never be to scare them with violence.
Speak up, speak out,
Let's show them what mental illness is all about.
We fight everyday but try our best to love life anyway,
We're the artists, the outcasts and the misfits,
The dreamers and the movers,
The believers and the doers,
Not our faulty genetics or traumatizing pasts.
Let's create a change that will last.
Stop the stigma, break the silence,
End the violence.

Monday Classes, 1:00 - 2:00 & Wednesday Classes, 11:00 - 12:00
Art supplies provided
(Home lessons by reservation only, call 335-5896)

Agape Center Artwork
Real Artwork done by Agape Center Members

East Texas Sunset – J.C.

Stained Glass Niece – T.F.

Golden Valley – D.B.

Winter Wonderland – M.U.

January 2023 Calendar
Telegroup Phone Number: 1-(720)-740-9050
$$ - Bring money for Social Outings, Red Groups can be done over the phone.
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